
Rules for online written exams   
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-! “ZOOM” must be installed on the computer 
-! registered students will receive an invitation to join the exam the day before  
-! students must be alone in the room  
-! the desk must be clean: only the material needed for the exam can lie on it 
-! prepare white paper, pens, pocket calculator: the final drafts (three) should have, in 

good evidence, name, surname and student ID (write them beforehand) 
-! the computer must be sufficiently far from the student so that the camera shows the 

paperwork  
-! the microphone must be on 
-! the phone must be on the desk with the display facing the desk  
-! the use of a theory book is allowed  
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-! the exam is divided into three parts each one worth 10 points  
-! each part is an exercise (usually point-like particles dynamics, systems of particles 

dynamics, thermodynamics)   
-! the first exercise will be made available by sharing of the professor’s display  
-! the exercise must be solved in a time which depends on its difficulty (as judged by 

the professor: tentatively 30 to 45 minutes including the final draft) 
-! after the stop, students have a few minutes to take a picture of the final draft for 

submission by sending it to the address pierluigi.zotto@unipd.it  
-! when all expected submissions are collected, the previous steps are repeated for the 

other two exercises  
-! the exam will be recorded to allow verifications  
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-! the subject of the submitted message must be surname_exercise 
(as an example if it was me for exercise # 1 it would be: Zotto_1) 

-! the same, if possible, for the attached filename 
-! the unreadable documents (due to their quality or their format) will not be 

considered and 0 points will be assigned  
-! withdrawing from the exam is allowed at any moment by notifying it to the 

professor and writing it in the ZOOM chat 
-! certified disabled people will not be allowed a longer working time as required by 

University rules, but their final mark will be divided by 0.8 in order to compensate for 
the missing time allocation  

 


